
Computing Skills Mapping & Progression

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

e-Safety

Understand basic
e-Safety rules
which they can
recall

Identify what is
personal
information and
what an
appropriate
password would
be to protect this

Understand how
to report online
content that is
worrying or
upsetting to an
appropriate adult

Identify and
explain what is
personal
information and
the purpose of
passwords

Identify potentially
dangerous
actions online that
must be reported
to an adult

Begin to identify
healthy
approaches to
using the internet

Identify what a
secure password
is and why and
explain how to
keep personal
information safe

Identify safety
features on
websites, which
can be used to
report concerns

Identify healthy
and responsible
approaches to
using the internet

Identify what a
secure password
is and why and
explain how to
keep personal
information safe

Identify safety
features on
websites, which
can be used to
report concerns

Identify healthy
and responsible
approaches to
using the internet

Understand the
possible
implications of
comments posted
online

Protect personal
information with
an appropriate
password

Identify possible
dangers to
devices and each
other and how
how to combat
these

Understand how
to play games
online safely

Understand
possible trails left
and impact from
comments made
online

Identify possible
dangers to
devices and each
other and how
how to combat
these

Understand how
to play games
online safely

Understand
possible trails left
and impact from
comments made
online

Show an
awareness of the
concept of
‘oversharing’
online, beginning
to debate the
issue



Computer
Science

Explore and
correlate
instructions with a
specific action

Begin to predict
and create simple
sequences/algorit
hms for
movement or
patterns

Where
appropriate, begin
to debug mistakes
in simple
programs

Develop
sequencing skills
and make link to
algorithms

Identify errors in
programs and
debug them

Sequence
algorithms
accurately with
increasing
independence

Begin to debug
throughout the
coding process

Begin to use the
repeat function to
simplify
algorithms

Begin to
decompose
open-ended
problems

Develop
programs by
using an
increasing
amount of tools

Debug throughout
the coding
process

Begin to create
algorithms for
more complex
programs,
experimenting
with the repeat
and selection
functions

Decompose
problems,
creating
algorithms for
each section to
create a program

Begin to include
variables, where
appropriate, with
programs

Develop repeat
and selection
functions to
improve programs

Explore inputs
and outputs in
relation to specific
programs

Employ logical
thinking and
reasoning to
debug and extend
programs

Independently
decompose
problems,
creating
algorithms for
each section to
create a program

Explain the
process and
sequence of
chosen algorithms

Include variables,
where
appropriate, with
programs

Include repeat
function to
simplify
algorithms

Include inputs and
outputs, where
appropriate, in
relation to specific
programs

Use generalistion
skills to employ
previous
algorithms to new



programs

Evaluate
efficiency and
effectiveness of
programs
throughout

Digital Literacy

Begin to
experiment with
technology to
collect, create and
present ideas

Know how to save
projects

Begin to use a
variety of devices
to organise and
present ideas,
including text and
images

Know how to save
and open projects

Begin to
experiment with a
variety of
technology tools
to present
material

Develop word
processing skills

Begin to use
search tools to
locate appropriate
websites and
images

Create projects
with a variety of
technology tools
for a specific
purpose or
audience

Present projects
to an audience
and provide
constructive
feedback to
others

Continue to
develop search
tools to narrow
down results

Independently
create projects
with a variety of
technology tools
for a specific
purpose or
audience

Present projects
to an audience
and provide
constructive
feedback to
others

Begin to create
spreadsheets and
know how to
interpret them

Begin to discuss
issues of
ownership,
reliability and
plagiarism on the

Independently
create projects
with a variety of
technology tools
and sources

Explain choice of
tools in relation to
audience or
purpose

Acknowledge
sources used
within a project

Evaluate work,
focusing on its
digital skills

Plan and present
data through
spreadsheets and
databases

Understand and
explain the



internet method of ranked
search results

Analyse websites’
reliability and
accuracy of data

Information
Technology

Identify examples
of technology in
their own lives
and its simple
benefits

Identify examples
of technology in
school

Explain benefits
of technology
through analysing
real life examples

Describe different
parts of the
internet, including
the school
network drive

Describe how
information in
transported on the
Internet

Identify where a
website is hosted


